PERFORMANCE YOUR WAY
STEERING OPTIONS FOR HIAB BUILDING MATERIALS CRANES

Every construction business faces unique demands. That’s why you need equipment
with the built-in flexibility to work the way you do. HIAB building materials cranes offer
that flexibility, with a range of steering options to fit any need.
We understand that how you control your crane is based on a
wide range of circumstances: from the type of materials you haul
and the environment in which you work, to the customs in your
local market and the personal preferences of your operators.
With HIAB building materials cranes, you can steer the crane
from the optimal position for your specific operation. On the
ground, from a stand-up platform or in a high seat – the choice
is totally up to you.

The market’s most advanced remote control technology gives
your operators the best view of the crane at all times, with
versatile precision that allows for smooth, quick movements
and maximum safety.

YOUR CHOICE OF CONTROL
When you order a HIAB building materials crane, you get the
freedom to configure the control perspective to fit the way your
operators work. With a range choices you get a crane that
makes sense for your crew – and your business.

Remote control options

HIAB ergonomic high seat

With HIAB building materials cranes, you can choose from
the valuable performance of the HIAB HiDuo control system,
or the market-leading precision of the HiPro remote control.
And both alternatives give you numerous possibilities when
it comes to steering perspective:

For operators that have traditionally worked from a high
seat, using long levers connected directly to the hydraulic
valve, HIAB’s new ergonomic solution for remote control
opens doors for even further possibilities. Available with
levers or joysticks, this design gives your operator the
freedom to operate in the way that gives them the greatest
productivity. It also lets them take advantage of unique
HIAB HiDuo or HiPro features that provide the market’s
highest levels of safety and efficiency, including Crane Tip
Control, Load Stability Systems and much more. Contact
your local HIAB representative for more information.

• Follow the load in motion at a safe distance from the ground
• Get a full view of the bed by using the remote control
from a high seat
• Choose an easy-to-access stand-up platform for
increased flexibility and safety
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• Go between ground, high seat or stand-up platform as
your needs change or when a job demands a different view
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